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Celebrate with us!

FOCUS7 PROUD
MOMENTS

FOCUS7
TURNS...

This is a very exciting
time for us all here at
Focus7.

We are so thrilled to have
hit the 7-year mark!

If you haven’t already heard… Focus7 is turning 7! The
past 7 years have been as challenging as they have
been rewarding.
We’ve won some, we’ve lost some but through it all
we’ve grown and evolved. As we contemplate all the
amazing things that we have accomplished in our 7
years in business, we sit down with our fearless leaders
to discuss our evolution, our growth and our future.
Thank you to all who have been part of this amazing
journey… we could not have done it without you!

We asked Vida and Leona to answer the
below questions as Focus7 turns 7 and we
begin to reflect on the journey so far.
How has the company
evolved in the past 7
years?

Click to watch
What is the most important
lesson you have learnt in the
past 7 years?

Click to watch

What are you most proud
of having accomplished in
the past 7 years?

Click to watch

What does the future look
like for Focus7?

Click to watch

Not only is 7 in our name and 7 values have
created the foundation of our business, but
it also holds meaning for billions of people
around the world due to its significance
in religions and cultures across the world.
Although all birthdays are important…this
one feels extra special!
We got here thanks to the powerful vision and robust
operational practices of our directors, Vida and Leona,
and with the commitment of the Focus7 team, who
have played a significant part in helping the business
navigate the challenging past couple of years.
Our hard work and perseverance has paid off in the
form of loyal and brilliant clients who appreciate the
benefits we provide to their business.
We are almost half way through the year with delighted
customers and knowing that we have made a difference
to everyone we have worked with. We have run various
Workshops and Masterclasses, managed outstanding
creative delivery and business automation while still
making time for our pro-bono work alongside our
client work. We really are living by our Focus7 purpose
of igniting brands to make a difference and supporting
businesses who are ready for conscious change.
Vida and Leona are full of gratitude as we drive forward
with keeping Focus7 a purpose-driven business that
we can all be proud of being part of.
We are very excited for the future of Focus7 and we are
delighted with our new partnerships and collaborations
for 2022.
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As Focus7 is a values-based business, our Focus7 Core
Values are very important to us and our updated values
will stand us in good stead as we continue to build and
grow in 2022:

1. Passionate
2. Collaborative
3. Authentic
4. Inclusive
5. Purposeful
6. Energising
7. Courageous/Great-hearted
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FOCUS7’S
7 TOP TIPS
As business owners, we are constantly told
that “Digital is the future!” but “Going digital”
can be daunting and complicated without the
know how. Just existing online isn’t enough
to be digitally successful in such a crowded
cyberspace. Simply having a website, acting
as your digital ‘bricks and mortar’, doesn’t
mean you’ve now ‘ticked the box’ for digital
presence.

Here are our 7 top tips to
get you on your way to
Digital Success:

AUDIENCE

Click to
read

Successful companies know the
importance of connecting with people. In the
aftermath of the ongoing pandemic the very real
digital boom that’s been unleashed will present golden
opportunities to really connect with audiences. Here
are some solid helpings of advice when it comes to
reconnecting with your audience during this digital
surge.

BRAND

Click to
read

MARKETING STRATEGY

Click to

Great projects start with great briefs.
The agency needs clarity, and the
client needs a clear understanding of how to provide
that. That way, they can produce a brief that will enable
the designers and content writers to create work that
delivers the results that everyone wants.

THE 7 THINGS
THAT MAKE US
OUR TEAM &
OUR PEOPLE

read
Markets have never been more
competitive and the bar just keeps
rising, so if you want to stay ahead of the game and
ensure future success it is crucial that you not only
know customers’ needs but also how they think. In this
day and age, it is no longer enough for B2B marketers to
simply get their message across. The changing times
signal the necessity to change tactics and embrace a
new normal.

SEO

DEFINE
IGNITE
GROW

Click to
read

Some people have 100 ideas before
breakfast and can write fluently
about them at the drop of a hat. But for most people,
writing a blog is a job that can take several hours and
if time is money, that makes blog writing a significant
investment. That’s why it’s important that the return
comes from people reading what you’ve written, and
that requires thinking about SEO. Here are some tips
to help make sure your blog gets read.

WEBSITE TRAFFIC

It has to be one of the most frustrating
things for business leaders, to have
invested a significant amount of time and money
creating an amazing website and then find no one is
looking at it! The problem in most cases, is that there
is no lead generation activity. The good news is that
there are things that you can do which, unlike PPC,
won’t cost you an arm and a leg. 

SUSTAINABLE MARKETING

ARMED
FORCES

AUTOMATION
EXPERTISE
DIVERSITY &
INCLUSION

OUR
PETS

HUMAN FIRST
APPROACH

Click to
read

Click to

Marketing is about so much more than
read
just getting your name out there. It’s
about creating a brand that resonates
with audiences and keeps them engaged. The key
to doing this well is to stay authentic and consistent
with what you put out there and keep your marketing
centred around the customer. The ultimate goal is to
turn your customers into an advocate for your brand
because they believe in the value it provides. With the
right plan and a little creativity you could be well on
your way to a brand breakthrough this year!
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CREATIVE BRIEFS

Click to
Whilst purpose continues to be a key
read
pillar, it is the desire for sustainability
that appears to be leading the way.
Sustainable marketing is the promotion of socially
responsible products, services, and practices. While
eco-friendly brands naturally work on sustainable
marketing campaigns, brands that are not rooted
in sustainability can still apply its principles to their
strategy.

As we focus on our
Define - Ignite - Grow
we will equally remain:
1. Values-based

DEFINE

2. Purpose-driven
3. Heart-focused
Getting to the heart of a business and making it beat
faster is what we do and what we love doing. We’re a
purpose-driven business that works with high growth
businesses who are ready to make conscious change
to their brand and marketing strategies.

IGNITE
GROW
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7 CASE
STUDIES

SecuraPro™
In the past year we’ve had the pleasure of working
with some amazing brands. The output was as
varied and the results tangible. As a team we have
loved being part of these businesses’ growth!

Here are 7 amazing
projects that have
shaped the past year
for us:

SecuraPro™

Click to
read

thefoodpeople

Click to
read

AdvaNova

Click to
read

Riverbanks Wellness7

Along with marketing growth TFP wanted to ensure
that the ‘marketing into sales’ process was well defined,
fit for purpose and consistent across the business. We
helped them find definition in their processes from
both a software and messaging perspective.

Click to
read

thefoodpeople

AdvaNova

Mergers and Acquisitions
The opportunities for growth through M&A are
considerable but uniting two brands can prove
challenging. Our Merger and Acquisition Strategic
Workshops are specifically designed to ensure full
strategic review of the strengths and opportunities
within the businesses alongside extensive customer
profiling, journey mapping, brand definition and
competitive opportunities are explored. Here are three
businesses which we’ve helped to define rebranding
journeys.

Click to
read

thefoodpeople - CRM & Sales Progression

thefoodpeople - Brand Narrative
thefoodpeople (TFP) deliver global food and drink
trend intelligence with over 16 years’ worth of expertise
and experience. They are market leaders looking to
further cement increased market growth and market
positioning.

The SecuraPro™ framework has been developed by
Octree, an IT security company that specialises in cyber
security protection, expert IT support and IT-managed
services. Together we developed a comprehensive
program of activities devised to increase market
presence and messaging using a brand-led strategy.

Telepen approached Focus7 in 2021 after they acquired
a young, dynamic electronics business called FireBee
Ltd. They wanted to work with a strategic brand and
creative partner that could bring the two company
brands together, consolidating the different purposes,
visions, values, products and services into one defining
brand with a clear way forward.

Click to
read

Mergers & Acquisitions

Riverbanks Wellness
The Wee Vinoteca
The Wee Vinoteca (WV) is an award winning wine shop
and bar with the exciting prospect of expanding to
multiple sites. We helped them develop a marketing
strategy to support their growth plans and aid in the
automation of their back-end processes.
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Click to
read

The Wee Vinoteca

Focus7 have worked with Riverbanks Wellness for the
past few years to increase the clinic’s brand presence
on social media and create a seamless, automated
journey for new and existing customers to book
consultations and treatments through the Riverbanks
Wellness app. Over the course of 2 years, we have seen
significant improvements to the number and quality of
visitors to the website as well as increased conversions
to dedicated PPC landing pages.

SAY WHAT?!
Here’s what some of the
team want to say about life
at Focus7.
During difficult times in my personal life,
everyone showed an incredible amount of
kindness and were so supportive and flexible
with working. We definitely have a human first
approach at the business and it’s a breath of
fresh air to be working with a group of people
people!
Char Bryce, Account Manager

Our HR management team makes sure
we have everything we need and that we
understand ourselves and our health.
Trust and honesty are key at Focus7, and I
have completely identified myself with our
beautiful organisation since the beginning of
our adventure together!
Dénis Akoka, Account Manager

HR and management have gone above and
beyond in supporting and facilitating my
desire to study by giving me access to study
material as well as making allowances for
study time. This has helped me in feeling
more grounded and confident in my role.
Gemma Stefani, Account Manager

Focus7 has felt like a family from day one.
Over the past nearly 7 years, they have seen
my potential and passion for what I do and
have nurtured it. They have given me the
opportunity to learn and expand not only my
skills, but also my why.
Dawn Saltmer, Business Automation Manager

Focus7 has always supported me being
a working mother. Whether it be flexible
working, working from home, needing to
take time out to tend to my children, they’ve
always made it easy for me to juggle the crazy
working mum lifestyle.
Charlotte Mayes, Finance Co-ordinator

My children are the most important people
in my life and working at Focus7 allows me to
have a good work life balance so I don’t feel
I’m missing out on their childhood. When I
started at Focus7 my children were fairly
young, now 7 years on, I have never missed a
school play or sports day!
Fay Monk, Executive Assistant

Whilst I am still very much a newbie at Focus7,
it has been great to see the support that the
whole team provides each other on a daily
basis. There is a strong sense of trust that
has allowed for open conversations, growth
and development within my place at F7, even
at such an early stage.
Lorna Buckle, Senior Graphic Designer

One of the main things on a long list for me
is the family first approach. I have 2 children
and I’m a carer, so to have that flexibility to
look after everybody but also maintain a
really good, healthy work life balance is really
important to me.
Bridget Webb, Head of Operations

SHARE A SLICE OF CAKE
WITH US AND GET IN TOUCH
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